Advances in microelectrode neural recording systems have made it possible to record extracellular activity from a large number of neurons simultaneously. A substantial body of work is associated with traditional single-electrode extracellular recording, and the robustness of the recording method has been proven experimentally. However, the recordings are limited to a small number of cells at a time, so much of the work has relied on compiling population statistics across many recording sessions. Multielectrode recording systems theoretically have some major advantages over this paradigm. They increase the yield of neurons per recording session, and analysis of pairwise correlation benefits greatly from simultaneously recording from a large number of neurons (the number of pairs is proportional to the square of the number of cells). The larger population also provides the possibility of examining higher-order (non-pairwise) interactions among neurons (Schneidman et al., 2006; Shlens et al., 2006) . Finally, multielectrode systems have been developed that may be implanted and used for several months, which permits the study of learning in cell populations. Here we assess this experimental approach for anesthetized acute preparations and compare the quality of recordings to those provided by the traditional single-electrode method.
Here we focus on a specific microelectrode device, the Cyberkinetics "Utah" Array (Cyberkinetics Neurotechnology Systems, Foxborough, MA) (Fig. 1 A) . This device is a 10 ϫ 10 grid of silicon microelectrodes (1 mm in length) spaced 400 m apart, covering 12.96 mm 2 . We analyzed recordings from single electrodes and the Utah array in macaques and cats. Previous reports on the quality (Nordhausen et al., 1996) and long-term stability (Suner et al., 2005) of array recordings have not made a quantitative, direct comparison with established singleelectrode recordings. In light of the increasing popularity of the array, we addressed this uncertainty by comparing waveforms recorded with the array to waveforms recorded with accepted singleelectrode techniques. We found that the array yields good recordings on a large number of electrodes, with qualities comparable to those from single-electrode recordings. On average, the recording quality is somewhat lower than that of single electrodes but, nonetheless, is sufficient for assessing tuning properties such as the spatiotemporal receptive field (STRF) and orientation tuning.
Recording methods
To assess the quality of microelectrode array recordings relative to standard singleelectrode techniques, we analyzed waveforms from single-electrode and microelectrode array recordings from anesthetized, paralyzed macaque monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) and cats (Felis domesticus). Anesthesia was maintained with sufentanil and propofol with nitrous oxide, respectively. Monkeys were paralyzed with vecuronium bromide, and cats were paralyzed with pancuronium bromide. The impedance of microelectrodes in the array ranged from 200 to 800 k⍀ with an average of 400 k⍀. For the macaque single-electrode recordings, we used quartz-platinum/tungsten microelectrodes (1.2-3 M⍀) in a seven-channel Eckhorn microdrive (Thomas Recording, Giessen, Germany). For the cat singleelectrode recordings, we used tungsten in glass microelectrodes (0.5-2 M⍀) made locally (Levick, 1972) , in a Burleigh Inchworm microdrive (Burleigh Instruments, Victor, NY), driven by piezoelectric elements. All measures of impedance were made with a 1 kHz sinusoidal current. Specific procedures for each of the following recording preparations have been re-ported previously: cat single electrode (Snider et al., 1998) , cat array (Samonds et al., 2006) , and monkey single electrode (Cavanaugh et al., 2002) .
We used the following method to isolate waveforms generated by individual cells. For each electrode, waveform segments that exceeded a threshold (periodically adjusted using a multiple of the rms noise on each channel) were stored and sorted off-line with principal components analysis by waveform shape (Shoham et al., 2003) . After this preliminary sort, we refined the output by hand with off-line time-amplitude window discrimination software for each electrode. All waveforms were sorted in this manner except for the V2 macaque data, which were sorted on-line with a dual timeamplitude window discriminator.
Signal-to-noise ratio
Using this procedure, we analyzed 58 V1 cells from single electrodes in cats, 38 V2 cells from single electrodes in macaques, 269 V1 cells from three microelectrode arrays in cats, and 301 V1 cells from three microelectrode arrays in macaques. In Figure 1 B, we show waveforms from three neurons recorded with the microelectrode array in macaque V1. These examples span the quality range we typically observed with arrays. Given these isolated single units, we computed signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) for collections of waveforms recorded in 1 h periods for each of the four preparations. The SNR is computed as the ratio of the amplitude of the average waveform to the SD of waveform noise (Nordhausen et al., 1996; Suner et al., 2005) . That is, if each of k waveforms has n samples, then the collection of waveforms is as follows:
with the mean waveform denoted as W . The matrix of noise values (deviations from the mean) is thus as follows:
where the SD is the SD of the collection of all entries in . The SNR is now as follows:
Response properties
Waveforms collected with the microelectrode arrays were similar in shape to waveforms collected using single electrodes, and neuronal response properties were similar as well. To demonstrate this point, we analyzed neural responses to a variety of stimuli collected with macaque V1 array implants. Orientation tuning curves were derived from responses to drifting sinusoidal gratings (Fig. 2 A) . Most isolated cells showed clear orientation preference, and orderly shifts in orientation preference could be seen across the electrode positions in the array. In addition, we computed STRFs for cells responding to white-noise stimuli using spiketriggered averaging (Fig. 2 B) . STRFs were found for cells when a contiguous 30 pixel area of the spike-triggered average exceeded 3 SDs of the noise average. Of the cells isolated with this array, 60 -65% revealed STRFs. Overall, we found that tuning properties were similar to those reported previously for orientation tuning (Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Ringach et al., 2002) and STRFs (Jones and Palmer, 1987) . We compared the distribution of SNRs across the different animals and methodologies (Fig. 3) . On a population level, SNR values for the arrays tended to be somewhat lower than those from singleelectrode recordings in both macaques and cats (see Fig. 3 legend for statistics). One reason for this is that the electrode depth of the array is fixed after implantation and cannot be adjusted to better isolate a cell, as is typically done in single-electrode recordings. Another possibility is that our array recordings were confined mostly to layers 2-3 with the rest in layer 4 (Jermakowicz et al., 2006) , whereas our single-electrode data included cells sampled throughout the cortical depth. A direct comparison of cells recorded in the same layer might have yielded slightly different results, although there is no reason to suspect it would systematically bias the SNR values in either direction. The average SNRs from cat recordings were somewhat higher than from macaque data. This may be attributable to a true difference between species or merely related to variations in recording setups. Despite the disparity in distribution means, the cells in the different conditions span the same SNR range. That is, cells with the lowest SNR from arrays were still within the distribution from accepted single-electrode recordings using an on-line dual time-amplitude window discriminator. 
Stability of recordings
One advantage of the acute preparation is the ability to record for many hours consecutively. We addressed the stability of recording across a 29 h period from one of our macaque array implants. Our sorting method was applied across the entire recording duration, and thus the quality of recordings from individual cells was tracked over time. Figure 4 shows the change in the SNR for all cells over the time period starting 2 h after array implantation. Most SNR values tend to remain relatively constant throughout recording, with a few fluctuating between high and low SNRs. One trend we observed was that cells had lower SNR values near implantation and improved over the course of recording (Pearson r ϭ 0.27; p Ͻ 0.0001). Of 127 cells from this array, 88 (69%) had a significant ( p Ͻ 0.05) increase in SNR, whereas only 2 cells showed a significant decrease in SNR. Evolution of the mean SNR over time is shown at the top of Figure 4 .
Review of microelectrode array
Use of the Cyberkinetics microelectrode array has some considerations relative to single-electrode techniques. It is currently manufactured in two fixed electrode lengths (1 or 1.5 mm), and insertion depth is not adjustable after implantation. For our array recordings, we used a 1.0 mm array with a 0.6 mm pneumatic insertion (Rousche and Normann, 1992) . This partial insertion resulted in electrode tips positioned mostly in superficial layers. An additional consideration is that the size and shape of the array prevents implantation in some locations accessible to single electrodes, such as within sulci. Also, because the array is flat and the cortical surface is curved, there is some chance that electrodes record from different layers. Finally, the implant procedure is somewhat more complicated than the preparation for single-electrode recordings (Rousche and Normann, 1992) . However, we observed no significant damage or edema after implantation and even after removal of the array (potentially facilitated by partial insertion).
We found that the array produced SNRs similar to those of single-electrode recordings, both when the same spikesorting method was used and when spikes were sorted with standard on-line techniques. Although the ranges of SNR distributions were similar, single-electrode recordings had higher SNR values on average. This may be resulting from the higher impedances of single electrodes but is also likely to be strongly influenced by the fixed electrode depth of the array. The stability of recording may be influenced by the fact that single-electrode setups are mounted externally, whereas the array is allowed to float with the motions of the cortex resulting from heartbeat and respiration. Our recordings from arrays had orientation tuning and STRFs in most cells. These cells were relatively stable throughout the day after implantation, with no signs of degradation after 30 h (indeed, the signals tended to improve over time). A typical array implantation yielded 100 distinct candidate waveforms split approximately evenly between single-unit and multiunit activity. Aside from increasing the amount of single-unit data, arrays produce a high yield of neuronal pairs, providing a viable foundation for the study of higher-order correlation properties. 
